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“Emotional” SWOT

Based on your current reality, the following will help you
to take stock of your current base-line ability to start-up
your business. The filled out template will help you to gain
a current overview of what your business looks like right
now. At the same time, you will be encouraged to investigate your assumptions about your present situation and
invited to see if there is anything you can do to improve
or change your situation through deeper reflections, considerations and conscious actions. The more clarity you
have, the easier it will be for you to challenge yourself to
find new ways and solutions, where currently, perhaps
you see obstacles, challenges or feel fear.

Write down your reflections on the template.
Think about your expectations of your future business.
Embedded in your expectations you will find hopes, opportunities and creative power, which all serve as fuel and
inspiration, and it is therefor important, that you take the
time to describe them.
Think about the possibilities associated with your business. This could for instance be someone to collaborate
with, or the identification of an unmet need in the market.
Now take a look at your business in the context of possible strengths. Have you thought about the concept
thoroughly? Has your product or service already been
branded in the marketplace? Do you have a strong team
to collaborate with? Also, look to chapter 7, My strengths
and competencies to get inspired about your own personal strengths.

Then think about your potential fears related to starting
up your business. If your fear is strong, then what is it you
fear the most? Is it the loss of money, loss of respect/
dignity or something else?
Try talking with someone else about your fears to get
some perspective - there is a good chance you will see
your fears shrink once you hear yourself putting words
onto them, and even find that they do not match the
reality at all. Think about the fact, that people who make
things happen feel the fear just as much as people who
don’t make things happen – the only difference being
that they ignore their fear and do what they set out to do
anyway.
Think about the challenges you are facing and write
them down. This could for instance be the lack of sufficient capital, a weak network, or no business experience
etc.
Do you see any barriers that may create sever obstacles
for you? For instance, some kind of legal barrier, strong
competitors or a missing patent etc.

Be creatively and move through your barriers!
Now it is time to take a closer look at your assumptions
and convictions and start flexing and streching your mind
and begin thinking more creatively about them.
Can any of your expectations or strengths be turned into
actual concrete possibilities that you can take action on?
Take a second look at what you wrote down under the
section “fears”. Are they concrete fears or simply nega-

tive expectations? The ones that might just be negative
expectations are often simply anxieties, meaning they
do not pose an actual threat. You can choose not to give
those any energy and simply “remove” them from your
template by drawing an arrow next to them that points
“outside” the template. By doing so, you are signaling to
yourself, that they will affect you.
Then take a look at the barriers to see if you can look at
them from another perspective - can they be turned into
solvable challenges?
In the end, take a look at your challenges. Can you adopt
a new perspective that will turn your challenges into possibilities? And could the solutions to those challenges
result in positive outcomes?
Do you need help?
Now take a look at the remaining points under fear, challenges and barriers. Think about if it could be beneficial
for you to make alliances with others to better overcome
your obstacles. Take a close look at your network (Chapter 8) to see if you might already know people who could
help you.

SWOT Analysis
SWOT is the acronym for Strengths/Weaknesses/
Opportunities/Threats and is a common tool used
in situational business analysis.
In addition to the commonly used parameters for
SWOT analysis, we have in this book also included
the emotional realm by adding Expectations and
Fear. The reason for this is, that these two feelings
have a big influence on how we approach our business development. Having some insight into this
can really help generate more positive responses
and outcomes, than if we stay unconscious to those
feelings.
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